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FIME empowers issuers with UnionPay card personalization 

validation testing services 

Qualified test tool and accredited evaluation testing services enable issuers in China and 

overseas to significantly accelerate time to market for EMV chip cards  

 
July 02, 2018 – FIME’s personalization validation tool (PVT) has been qualified by UnionPay to 

deliver PVT testing for its domestic and international markets. In addition, FIME has also 

received accreditation to deliver UnionPay card personalization validation testing services in 

line with UnionPay guidelines, and becomes the first accredited laboratory overseas. Issuers, 

card manufacturers and personalization bureaus around the world can now accelerate 

personalization validation for a range of secure chip products including EMV® chip cards, near 

field communication (NFC) devices and other contactless-enabled solutions, such as wearables.  

FIME PersevalPro Issuer test tool, co-developed with Barnes International, automates the 

personalization validation testing process and enables testers to mitigate errors ahead of 

submission for formal certification. Combined with FIME’s consultancy and evaluation testing 

services, the tool - qualified across 13 international and domestic payment networks - gives 

issuers the most extensive brand personalization validation testing support on the market.  

“EMV migration is gathering serious momentum worldwide, driven by the rising demand for 

smart cards and other contactless solutions, such as NFC mobile and wearable devices. For 

issuers, the challenge is on how to deliver these products on time,” comments Leo Jiang, 

Country Manager for China at FIME.  

“This latest accreditation reflects our continued efforts to support the region and overseas to 

simplify EMV product testing and reduce time to market. With the rapid global growth of UPI 

in recent years, it was crucial to add this library to our testing portfolio to ensure we continue 

to deliver comprehensive testing and certification support to our customers,” adds Leo. 

FIME is the implementation partner of choice for the financial services sector and is accredited 

by major international and domestic payment brands for card personalization validation 

services. It works with issuers around the world to ensure successful EMV issuance projects 

and to support the definition of EMV card profiles. Learn more about personalization 

validation.  

* EMV is a registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries, and is an unregistered trademark in other countries, owned 

by EMVCo. 
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https://www.fime.com/
https://goo.gl/nstr39
https://www.fime.com/services/issuing/personalization-validation.html
https://www.fime.com/services/issuing/personalization-validation.html
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FOR FURTHER FIME MEDIA INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT 

Lucy Horsman or Rob Peryer at iseepr + 44 (0) 113 350 1922 - Stephanie Pietri at FIME  

 

 

About FIME 

FIME offers comprehensive consulting services, technical training, technology design, test tools and 

certification testing across the financial services, transport and identity sectors. Its experts support 

projects from start to finish, resolving the technical challenges its customers face when implementing a 

complete portfolio of specifications, standards and multi-brand industry requirements.  

 

FIME speaks the language of its customers and uses its 20+ years of experience to ensure that card and 

mobile transactions services are implemented efficiently and successfully. It supports a range of smart 

card technologies including contact, contactless, EMV chip, near field communication (NFC), host card 

emulation (HCE), tokenization, secure element (SE), machine to machine (M2M), internet of things (IoT) 

and trusted execution environment (TEE). 

 

Partnering with the international and national payment schemes, and industry bodies, FIME ensures its 

multi-brand offering is always aligned with the latest market requirements.  
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FIME. One Action. A billion transactions.  

www.fime.com | Blog | Twitter | LinkedIn | YouTube 

 

About Barnes 

Barnes International is the world leader in the development and supply of Chip Card Test Tools and 

Magnetic Stripe Analysers.  Barnes world class Test Tools enable the Manufacture and Issue of valid 

Magnetic stripe, Contact, Contactless, Dual Interface EMV Chip Cards and mobile payment applications, 

ensuring quicker approval by Payment Schemes and minimising pre-issue costs.  It’s Test Tools for 

Laboratory, Manufacturing and Bureau include QC testing to ISO, EMV, Amex, JCB, Mastercard, Visa, 

CUP, Discover, and national schemes including eftpos, Interac, NETS, RuPay and SPAN as well as Global 

Platform and GSM specifications.  Barnes also offers Consultancy and Training.  With its test tools 

deployed with customers in over 90 countries Barnes is the global leader in card testing solutions.  For 

further information on Barnes’ products and services go to www.barnestest.com | www.twitter.com | 

LinkedIn 

 

For further Barnes media information, please contact: 

Katrina Dixon: kdixon@barnestest.com on +44 (0) 1730 231313 
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